The Year one class has begun the year in a very exciting way. Not only is it our first time in a classroom in the big school but it is also our first time to attend swimming lessons. This means that we have had to become very independent and responsible very fast. Each day we are required to wear our bathers to school under our uniform. We then get changed at school taking only our towel and our goggles with us. We are completing our swimming lessons this year at the Gosnells swimming pool. The teachers have been very helpful as we learn how to hold our breath and blow bubbles whilst under the water. What brave students we have been as learning to swim can be quite scary and difficult!

At school, we must learn to be responsible for a lot of personal belongs. This includes our satchel, hat, lunch box, drink bottle and our clothing. We are learning how to pack and unpack our school bag each day independently. At recess time and lunch time we must remember to place all our belongings in our bags. Parents could you please help your children by labelling everything with their name. This way if they drop something we can help them to find it again. Please include a label on their school bag as with many students having the same bag we often get a bit mixed up.

We have also begun attending specialist classes. We must leave our classroom to visit Mr Anderson for Science and Sport, Mrs Murray for Music and Mrs Allen for STEM (Technology). At the parent information evening Mrs Fonseca and Mrs Murray discussed uniform days. This information will be posted on a poster outside the Year One classroom so that all parents can see it.

We are so appreciative of all the parent support so far this year. We hope that the wonderful communication we have experienced can continue so that we can work together to support all the students in our classroom. We are looking forward to the wonderful year ahead. Please continue to check the school calendar for important events.
YEAR ONE STUDENTS IN CLASS